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Financial Reports



FY’15/Q4 FINANCIALS
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FINAL AUDIT 

•  Audit	  opinion:	  (summarized)	  Financial	  statements	  present	  fairly,	  in	  
all	  material	  respects,	  in	  accordance	  with	  accoun;ng	  principles	  
generally	  accepted	  in	  the	  United	  States	  of	  America.	  

•  New	  this	  year:	  	  GASB	  Statement	  #68	  is	  the	  new	  standard	  
implemented	  this	  year	  by	  all	  agencies	  par;cipa;ng	  with	  the	  
Wyoming	  Re;rement	  System.	  	  This	  represents	  the	  agencies	  por;on	  
of	  the	  state	  re;rement	  liability.	  	  	  

•  Revenues	  of	  17.5	  million	  
•  Unclaimed	  prizes	  to	  DOH	  166,000	  
•  Investment	  in	  capital	  assets	  of	  $757,000	  
•  We	  reduced	  the	  debt.	  	  In	  total,	  the	  LOC	  Available	  $3,000,000.00,	  we	  

borrowed	  $2,625,020.00,	  at	  the	  end	  of	  FY	  15	  our	  line	  of	  credit	  
balance	  was	  $1,426,325.00.	  	  We	  have	  paid	  in	  total	  to	  date	  
$2,042,398.37.	  	  Leaving	  a	  current	  balance	  of	  $582,621.63	  	  

•  Change	  in	  net	  posi;on	  in	  2015	  ($517,692)	  of	  which	  approximately	  
$200,000	  is	  a\ributable	  to	  the	  new	  GASB	  68	  requirement.	  	  The	  
remainder	  is	  a	  result	  of	  revenues	  beginning	  in	  August	  and	  not	  at	  
the	  beginning	  of	  FY15	  
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SALES COMPARISON FY’16  
YEAR-OVER-YEAR
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Year-‐over-‐Year	  Sales	  FY	  2015	  vs	  FY	  2016	  

Fiscal	  Year	  2015	   Fiscal	  Year	  2016	  Sales	  

Go-‐Live	  Week	  
	  

Cowboy	  Draw	  Jackpot	  =	  $915,000	  

Powerball	  
Matrix	  Change	  
(future	  sales	  
allowed	  again)	  
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CURRENT REVENUE CHART 
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Prize	  Pool	  Liability	  
58.49%	  

Intralot	  Liability	  
11.89%	  

Retailer	  Commission	  Liability	  
6.00%	  

Valida;on	  Liability	  (1%	  of	  
Cashes)	  
0.18%	  

Risk	  Coverage	  (Net	  Cost)	  
1.04%	  

Opera;ng	  Budget	  
21.65%	  

Transfer	  to	  State	  
0.74%	  

Current	  Porbolio	  Breakdown	  	  

Prize	  Pool	  Liability	  

Intralot	  Liability	  

Retailer	  Commission	  Liability	  

ValidaXon	  Liability	  (1%	  of	  Cashes)	  

Risk	  Coverage	  (Net	  Cost)	  

OperaXng	  Budget	  

Transfer	  to	  State	  



PROBLEM GAMBLING 
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PROBLEM GAMBLING   

•  Attended the National Conference on Problem Gambling on July 10 
and July 11, 2015. 

•  Summary 
Ø  Keynote Speaker:  David Mee-Lee, M.D.; Chief  Editor, The ASAM Criteria and 

Senior Vice President, The Change Companies, NV & CA 
 

“Addiction is a primary, chronic disease of  brain reward, motivation, 
memory and related circuitry (August 15, 2011).  Pathologically pursuing 

reward and/or relief  by substance use and other behaviors.”   
(ASAM’s Revamped Definition of  Addiction) 
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PROBLEM GAMBLING, STATISTICS 

According to Dr. Mee-Lee: 
•  A gambling disorder often co-exists with substance-related disorders as 

well as other mental disorders. 

•  Various estimates indicate that 1 – 2% of  U.S. adults and 2 – 4% of  
U.S. adolescents are diagnosable with Gambling Disorder (The ASAM 
Criteria, 2013) 

•  Lifetime prevalence is about 0.4% - 1% females and 0.2% males 
(DSM-5, page 587/2013) 

•  Up to half  of  individuals in treatment for gambling disorder have 
suicidal ideation and about 17% have attempted suicide. (DSM-5, page 
587/2013) 

•  For 6 – 9 million Americans, gambling is a damaging behavior that 
can harm relationships, family life and careers. 
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PROBLEM GAMBLING STUDIES 

Massachusetts Study 
•  Most people are not gamblers or recreational gamblers 
•  Severe problem gamblers have sustained impaired control; experience 

significant and negative impairment 
•  Men are 3x more likely to have a gambling problem than women 
•  Those who have a high school or less education are more likely to 

have a problem gambling issue than those with a college degree 
•  Casino gambling, private wagering sports betting, horseracing and 

online (web) betting are the type of  activities associated with problem 
gambling 

•  Raffles, lottery and traditional games have the least impact 
•  Studies were conducted in 12 states and MA, OR and WA have a bit 

higher rate of  Problem Gamblers than other states who participated in 
the study. 
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PROBLEM GAMBLING CONFERENCE 

Dr. Jeff Marotta, was trained as clinical psychologist at the University of  Nevada, 
Reno and has specialized in the field of  problem gambling since 1997.  He is a 
certified gambling addition counselor, researcher, author, trainer and consultant.  
Dr. Marotta is the President and Senior Consultant at Problem Gambling Solutions 
and a Clinical Associate Professor in the Department of  Psychiatry at Oregon 
Health and Sciences University.  

 

“How do we reach problem gamblers?” 
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PROBLEM GAMBLING CONFERENCE 

Main Message: 
Ø  It is not about more messaging 
Ø  There is more money going toward treatment but there are not 

gamblers going into treatment 
Ø  There is a need to go where gamblers are and to figure out how 

to reach people who have a problem gambling issue 
ü  Healthcare reform 
ü  Leverage the internet; chat rooms; email 
ü  Website 
ü  Be at venues where gamblers are (i.e., correctional facilities, 

clinics, medical centers) 
ü  Harness the power of  Recovery – resources who are willing to 

share their experience 
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WLC & DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 

The team at WLC and DOH are focused on the following: 
•  Educating each other on corporate and agency operations, 

limitations and abiding by statute. 

•  Currently, DOH has instituted an action that will provide data on 
the number of  individuals reporting a gambling issue. Initial 
information should be available within three months.  

•  Our working Charter is nearly completed.  
•  There is an emphasis on training and leveraging NCPG resources 

•  Determining the best meeting plan that would include public 
outreach and input 
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WLC & DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 

To-date, there is $49,306 available for use by WLC and DOH.  
These monies are a result of  unclaimed prize monies ending 
FY15.  Every dollar will be designated to problem gambling 

and responsible gaming efforts. 
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RESPONSIBILITY 
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COMMUNITY RESPONSIBILITY 

Lottery continues to demonstrate responsibility to 
the community and citizens of Wyoming. 

ü Limit on one transaction (spend) is $125 

ü Products are not available 24 hours per day 

ü Problem Gambling Hotline Phone Number is 
posted on the back of  our tickets, playslips and on 
our website.   

ü On our website and directly under the Play tab 
there is a link to Problem Gambling information.  
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COMMUNITY RESPONSIBILITY 

ü Continued education regarding Problem and Responsible 
Gaming. 

ü Games are operated with utmost integrity and security 
-  With each game release and with various upgrades, the central 

system is tested. 

-  With each new game released, the RNG  is tested 

-  With each batch release, the SOW is thoroughly reviewed for 
accuracy and release outcomes are verified. 

-  In advance of  all system changes and modifications and as a 
proactive approach in change management, risks are 
documented, assessed and analyzed.  
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RESPONSIBILITY 

To ensure that the gaming vendor’s system is operating 
properly, lottery invested in an Internal Control System (ICS). 
This system allows for 24/7 monitoring of  the central gaming 
system (CGS) and if  there is a balancing issue or the CGS is 

not operating as scoped, lottery is alerted. 

 
This ICS system provides lottery as well as its players with a 
sense of  security that the central gaming system is operating 

with the highest degrees of  integrity. 
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LOTTERY’S POSITIVE IMPACT ON THE 
COWBOY STATE 
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•  FY15 resulted in 440 retailers  
•  Received $1,088,532 in revenue 
 

•  FY15 resulted in Wyoming Winners claiming: 
•  $4,555,697.00 in winnings.  
  

•  FY15 resulted in more Wyoming jobs! 
•  Vendor hired nine (9) permanent employees and EIGHT (8) were 

residents of  the Cowboy State. 
•  Vendor hired temporary employees (8) for a variety of  Lottery related 

promotions.  
•  Through attrition, Lottery hired two employees and both 
      are residents of  Wyoming. 
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Tickets for the Cowboy Draw game are sold ONLY in 
Wyoming, giving WyoLotto players higher chances of  

winning prizes.  

 
Since the game’s launch on March 15, four lucky players have 

hit the jackpot and more than 300 players have won $1,000 
each. Total winnings for just the Cowboy Draw game have 

reached over an estimated $2 million. 
	   Cowboy	  

Draw	  
Winner	  
$628,630	  

Cowboy	  
Draw	  
Winner	  
$285,226	  

Cowboy	  
Draw	  
Winner	  
$277,988	  

Cowboy	  
Draw	  
Winner	  
$360,000	  



QUESTIONS? 
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THANK YOU 
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